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Since its introduction, AutoCAD has been
continually enhanced, and it remains
popular among CAD professionals and
CAD hobbyists. History The history of
AutoCAD is complex, but AutoCAD was
first developed by a small team of
engineers at Los Angeles-based
Autodesk, Inc., founded in 1945 by Cal
Masel. The company's first products
were drafting and mechanical software.
In 1969, Autodesk purchased Osborn
Engineering, a company that specialized
in drafting and manufacturing software
for industrial customers, including
tooling, fabrication, and packaging.
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Autodesk purchased ORTHO Technology,
a provider of paper-based technical
drafting software, in 1978, and again in
1981, purchasing companion products,
such as ORTHO Design. In 1981,
Autodesk, Inc., was renamed AutoCAD,
Inc. In 1985, Autodesk hired the best of
their in-house software development
talent to create the company's first
desktop software, which was designed
specifically for commercial end users. In
the early 1980s, Autodesk moved its
headquarters from Los Angeles to a
suburb of San Francisco, and expanded
its staff from a few dozen to over 100
employees. The company also changed
its focus from engineering software to
providing CAD (computer-aided design)
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software to end users. Autodesk was one
of the first software companies to be
established in Silicon Valley in the
mid-1970s, in response to the rapid rise
of microcomputers. In July 1982,
Autodesk released its first desktop CAD
application, AutoCAD, which was
designed for personal computers
running DOS, or the predecessor of MS-
DOS. The first AutoCAD released was a
package of standard drawing commands
for the Apple II and IBM PC; the first
"extended" version, Professional, was
released in September 1983. In January
1984, Autodesk released the first version
of AutoCAD for Apple Macintosh
computers, and the company continued
to release new versions for other
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operating systems (OS) for Macintosh
computers, Microsoft Windows and DOS
computers, and Unix, though the older
DOS and Windows versions still remain
popular. OS X versions of AutoCAD for
Mac computers have also been released.
In August 1984, Autodesk released the
first version of AutoCAD for IBM OS/2,
and it was a runaway success. The first
version of AutoCAD for Windows was
released in April 1985, followed by
AutoCAD for Windows 3.0 in December
1985. Auto
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In addition, more than 100 object
libraries and tools have been created
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using the ObjectARX library, including
the following: AutoCAD Properties, a
property manager that adds custom
properties to all objects Customize
Engine, a scriptable editor for editing the
drawing object properties Custom
Properties Panel, a scripting
environment for creating custom
properties SimpleProfileLinker, a tool
that allows users to easily share
drawings between separate groups Grab
a pencil, a utility that detects which
pencils exist on a page and allows you to
set and modify their color and shape
Lock drawing objects with dimension, a
utility that freezes objects with
dimension Lock drawing objects with set
text, a utility that freezes objects with
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text DimensionAnalyst, a tool to
measure, compare, and transform
dimensions CAD Property Explorer, a
dialog box with a property table and a
tool to export properties to XML format
CAD Property Explorer 2, a property
editor that includes a variable editor, a
property table, a converter, a browse
button, a previewer, a context menu,
and a tree view MDD Explorer, an open
source tool to explore your MDD
databases MXD Property Extractor, a
tool to extract properties from an
existing MXD file MDD Property
Extraction Plug-in, a component to
extract properties from MDD databases
Inline Dimensioning Toolbar, a toolbar
with tools for inline editing of dimensions
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Advanced Dimensioning Toolbar, a
toolbar with additional tools for inline
editing of dimensions Advanced
Dimensioning Options, a dialog box with
different tools to manipulate advanced
dimensions Advanced Dimensioning
Options 2, a dialog box with additional
tools to manipulate advanced
dimensions Advanced Dimensioning
Options 3, a dialog box with additional
tools to manipulate advanced
dimensions CMFCOverlayDlg, a dialog
box with additional tools for the CMFC
dialogs Microsoft Building Blocks, a
library of objects that can be used in
Microsoft Building Blocks projects, which
are a set of reusable building blocks for
developers MSBuild, a library of objects
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that can be used in Microsoft Building
Blocks projects ObjectARX is also used
for Autodesk ARES, Autodesk's real
estate solution. References External
links AutoCAD Website
Category:AutoCAD Category:Products
and services discontinued in
2011-4-11T11:20:16.235+0000 E
[APP/PROC/WEB/0] ERR at
Object.exports.send (C:\ ca3bfb1094
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2. Go to File -> Import 3. In the Import
dialog window, navigate to the
Autodesk® CAD software installation
directory, where the latest patch is
located. 4. Open the
ACDTS_64_PATCH.NPSA-file with
Notepad and copy the following text to
the clipboard: (...) Patch File:
LANG=English (US),
InstallDir=%ProgramFiles%\Autodesk\ \ \
\ \ \

What's New In AutoCAD?

Markup Assist now offers basic display
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preferences to save space and improve
viewing and drawing. (video: 1:23 min.)
Enhanced Measure: All dialog boxes now
offer optional sizing options to select the
measurement unit you prefer. (video:
1:33 min.) New tools for working with
blocks: Use Measure > Linear Dimension
to measure the length of any 2D block.
Use Measure > Block Height and
Measure to measure the height and
width of 3D blocks. Copy and paste in
3D: Use copy and paste in 3D to quickly
move and copy objects between
drawings. (video: 1:20 min.) Command-
line options: New command-line options
for version control and other uses.
(video: 1:29 min.) New export of DXF
and DWG formats: Export to DWG and
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DXF now includes the drawing grid.
(video: 1:12 min.) Extended OLE:
Automatic/intelligent support of most
OLE-compatible file formats (AutoCAD
Extensions). Enhanced drawing filters
and presentation filters. (video: 1:29
min.) Printing options and
enhancements: Save and print out
profile settings. New drawing and editing
tools: Add and remove user-defined
viewports. Add and remove point snaps.
Add and remove axis snaps. Add and
remove line and text snaps. Add and
remove layer controls and menus. New
and enhanced charting tools. New and
enhanced filters: Create and edit your
own filters. Comprehensive image
enhancement features. New scripting
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language. Automatic updates of Office
programs. New geometry, topology and
dimensioning tools: Completely
automatic dimensioning. Resize shape
snap layers to a specific length, width, or
diameter. View a set of user-defined
drawing parameters at once. Work with
block hierarchies and layer maps. Data
integrity checks. Free-hand drawing with
dimension snaps. Layer selectors and
guides. Markup Import and Markup
Assist: Rapidly send and incorporate
feedback into your designs. Import
feedback from printed paper or PDFs
and add changes to your drawings
automatically, without additional
drawing steps. (video: 1:15 min.)
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Supported languages (determined by
default): English (United States), French
(France), Spanish (Mexico), German
(Germany), Italian (Italy), Chinese
(China), Japanese (Japan), Korean
(Korea), Portuguese (Brazil), Russian
(Russia), Polish (Poland), Czech (Czech
Republic), Hungarian (Hungary),
Romanian (Romania), Turkish (Turkey),
Bulgarian (Bulgaria), Greek (Greece),
Slovak (Slovakia), Romanian (Romania),
Croatian (Croatia), Slovene (Slovenia),
Lithuanian (Lith
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